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We prove a theorem implying the conjecture of Woodall [?4] that, given any k independent 
edges in a (k + I)-connected graph, there is a circuit containing a11 of them. This implies the 
truth of a conjecture of Berge [I, p. 2141 and provides strong evidence to a conjecture of 
Lovkz [S]. 
A well-known result of Dirac [S] states that, given any k vertices in a 
k-connected graph, there is a circuit containing all of them. Bondy and Lo&z [4] 
paved that :he set of cticuits through k specified vertices in a (k + l)-connected 
graph generates the cycle space of the graph and deduced that any (k + l)- 
connected non-bipartite graph contains an odd circuit through any k specified 
vertices as conjectured by Toft [12]. 
If L is a set of k independent edges in a k-connected graph G, k odd, such that 
,G -L is disconnected, then clearly G has no circuit colitaining all edges of L. 
Loviisz [S] and, independently, Woodall [14] conjectured that, if k is even or 
G -L is connected, then G has a circuit containing a14 edges of L. Woodaii [14] 
also stated the * leaker conjecture that any k independent edges in a (k + I)- 
connected graph are contained in a circuit of the graph and pointed out that this 
would imply the truth of a conjecture of Berge [l, p. 2141. As an important step 
towards a proof of his conjecture, WoodalP [14] proved that, if L is a set of k 
edges in a (k + 1)-connected graph G and G -(a, b} has a circuif containing al! 
edges of L \{(a, b)}, where (a, b) E L, then &5 has a circuit containing all edges of 
L, and he deduced immediately that, given any set L of k independent edges in a 
(2k - 2)-connected graph G, k 2 2, there is a circuit containing all of them. 
Thomassen [ll] proved that the same conclusion e weaker codi- 
at 
an win Gyari have show 
connectivity of G is at least $(k + 1). 
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The purp~ e of this paper is to derive the same conclusion under the weaker 
assumption that any two vertices which are incident with are connected by k + 1 
internally disjomt paths. Th s proves the above conjecture of Wcod,all also for 
infinite graphs. The proof irlvolves a refinement of Woodall’s Hopping Lemma, 
,which was introduced in [ 131 and applied in [7,13,14]. 
The terminology is the same as in [l l] except that we denote two edges with no 
common end as independent. We shall consider mixed grcephs, i.e. graphs such that 
some edges are directed. We regard a path in a graph or mixedi graph to be 
oriented, i.e., we distinguish between the path P : x,x2 l l 9 x,,.,_~x.,,, and its reverse 
path x,,x, , * * l x2x1. If any directed edge which have an end on Y is included in 
P, we say that P is admissible. If !P is admissible and, in addition, all directed 
edges of P are of the form (q, Xi+l) (resp. (~i+~. Xi)), we say that P is a fonua~4 
Iresp. backward) path. 
The following lemma plays a crucial role in the proof. 
. Let m und Y be integers, m =4_,rM. LetGbeugruphundLu<etofut 
most r independent edges of G. If x and y are two vertices of G connected I,! m + r 
intern&y disjoint paths und G’ is the mixed graph obtained from G by deleting all 
edges of L incident with x or y and directing all other edges of L, then G’ bus m 
internully disjoint forward paths from x to y. 
(by induction on r). Let P1, P2, . . . , P,.,,+, be internally disjoint paths from x 
to y in G. If some edge e of L has an end in common with some Pi, 1 s i s m + r, 
with no Pi, if i, then we delete e and all intermediate vertices of Pi an2 use 
e induction hypothesis. So we can assume that each edge of L joins distinct 
paths Pi and Pj. We form a new graph EI whose t‘ .Q,es are & andl whose vertices 
are obtained by identify he intermediate vertices of each Pi into a vertex. If 
somt: component H’ of as a circuit, we delete from G those edges of L and 
ch cc.rrreqpond to H’, and the result 
is a forest, in particular, there is an 
ving an end in a IPi such that o other edge of L. 
disjoint forward paths fr 
replace an appropriate se 
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If L is a set of k independent edges an a graph G such that any two 
L are comected by k -I- I internally disjoint paths, then G has 
a circuit cor:taining all edges of L. 
If e L= (x. y) is an edge of L, then by Lemma 1, G - e has a forward path 
from to y with respect to any orientation of the edges of L \{e). So G contains a 
circuit C suc:h that for each edge e of E, either e is contained in C or no end of e 
is on C. FM L’ = C 17 L and E” = L \L’ and let m = II,‘1 and r = IL”I. We can 
assume r > 0. We assign an orientation to each edge of L” and we let (b, a) 
(oriented in that direction) be one of the edges of L”. Let 2 be the set of vertices 
such that G - (V(C) U {b>) has a forward path from a to z and G - ( V(C) U {a}) 
has a backward path from b to z. We assume that C is chosen such that m is 
maximum and, subject to that condition, 121 is minimum. If X e V(C), we 
consider all maximal segments of C-L’ connecting two vertices of X. Following 
[143, the union of the vertex sets of these segments is denoted Cl(X), the 
endvertices of the segments constitute Fr(X) and finally Intr[X) = Cl(X) \ Fr(X). 
We define the seqxrence A+ s A,c A1 c l l l of subsets of V(C) as follows: 
A_1 = fl and A0 is tne set of vertices z of C such that G -b has a forward path 
from a to z having only z in common with C. For each p > 1, A, is the union of 
A,_1 an& the set of vertices z such that G contains a forward path E from 
Int(A,_,) to z having only its ends in common with C. (Note that if P contains a 
or b it contains (b, a) and then z is even in Ag.) The sequence $9 = B__* E BO C: 
B,c, ‘* l is defined analogonsly except that we consider backward paths instead of 
forward paths and RO is the set of vertices of C which can be reached from b in 
G - a by a backward path. Extending Woodall’s proof [14] we consider the 
following statement: 
X(p, 9): There exists a path R,, in G -{a, b} starting at ap in A,, and terminat- 
ing at bQ in Bq such that conditions (C,)-(C,) below are satisfied. 
(C,) RP,4 contains all edges of L’ and all vertices of Int(A,J U Int(B&. 
(C,) If Q is a segment of R,, from u to v say, having precisely u and v in 
common with C, then either Q* is a forward path or a backward path or both 
(meaning that it contains no end of an edge of L”). f Q contains edges of L” and 
is a forward path, then u$ Bq and 1~ 6 A, ; ntains edges of L” and is a 
backward path, then u# A, and v & I&. Finally, if Q contains no edge of L”, then 
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from A u ,B. Assume w.1.o.g. that IFr(A)I~ IFr(B)I. Then IFr(A)I~~ m and C 
contain:; a vertex z which is incident with L and not in Cl( Now every forward 
path *In G - b frc>rn L( to z intersects Fr(A). On the 0th and G-b has, by 
Lemma 1 and the assumption of Theorem 1, a set of m + 1 internally disjoint 
forward paths from a to t. This contradiction proves that X(p, 4) holds for some p 
and 4. 
We choose p and q such that X(p, 4) holds and such that p +4 is minimum 
under this restriction. Assume w.1.o.g. that p 3 4 3 0. We shall prove that p = 4 = 
0. For suppose p > 0. Let R=, and ;lp and bq be as in the statement of X(p, 4). By 
the minimahty of p+4, aP E AP\LP-l and bq FEJE~+ Now G contains a 
forward path S from a vertex yP+ :+1 !nt(A,_,) to ar, having only its ends in 
common with C. We claim that S has only its ends in common with R,,. For 
otherwise, S would intersect one of the segments Q of R,, satisfying (C,). We 
now go along S from yP- 1 towards ap and we stop at the first vertex in such a 
segment Q. We then go along Q towards an end ciP, say, of Q in C, and by (C,), 
we can do it in such a way that the resulting path from yP__r to “I, is a forward path 
and such that &, is not in A,. But since yP+ is in Int(A,_,) we conclude that dp is, 
in fact, in A,. 
This contradiction proves that S has only its ends in common with I?,,. Let U 
denote the segment of A,_* contained in C - L’ and containing yP_ 1. Then U or 
its reverse segment is a segment of Rp,q and, since X(p - 1,4) does not hold, U 
does not intersect B,. Let U’ denote the segment of U whilch forms the 
intersection of U with the segment of R,, from ap to yP+ Let p’ be the smallest 
integer su.ch th- i U’ - y,_, intersects API and let apt be the vertex such that no ’ 
intermediate verttx on the segment of U’ from apf to Y~__~ is contained in A,.. We 
now let R,.,q denote the path obtained by forming the union of the reverse path of 
R,, from a,,# to a,, ‘Lhe reverse path of S, and the segment of R,,q from yP_-l to bq. 
It is now easy to see that R,.,q satisfies X(p’, 4). This contradiction shows tha.t 
assertion X(0,0) holds. 
Consider a path R o,. from a, in A0 to b. in E. such that X(0,0) holds. Let Ta 
(resp. T,) be a forward (resp. backward) path from a (resp. 6) to a, (resp. 6,) in 
G - b (req. G-a) having only a0 (resp. 6,) in common with C. Since Ro,o 
satisfies condition (C,), T, (resp. Tb) has only a, Cresp. 6,) in common with Ro,o. 
T, and Tb arc disjoint, we get a circuit C’ contGning all those edges of L that 
ve an end on C’ and containing L’ U {( a)}, a Lontradiction to the maximality 
of ypz. So assume T, n Tb f $3. VVe now w along the reverse path of T’ from b. 
a we stop when we meet the first vertex z on T, and we then follow Ta from z 
n this way we extend Ro,o to a circuit C” (containing L’ and no end of an 
edge L” (by the maximality of m). We now consider C” 
satisfies conoition (C,), the set of vertices that can be reac 
by a backward path from b in 
1s contradicts the 
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4s a corollary of the proof of Theorem I we get the following extension of 
?!‘oodall’h result [ 141. 
Let L be a set of k independent edges of a graph G and suppose C is 
an L-admissible cycle of 6, i.e. for each edge e of L, C contains e if C contains an 
end of <. If C n L # fl and (a, b) E- L. \ E(C) such that a (resp. b) is connected to 
each ueo2ib incident with L n E(C) by k t I internally disjoint paths, then G has an 
admissible circuit containing (L n E(C)) U {(a, b)}. 
n thf proof of Theorem i it is assumed that G is finite. However, any infinite 
graph satisfying the assumption of Theorem 1 contains a finite subgraph with the 
sar?c property so Theorem 1 extends to infinite graphs. 
G being a graph, (y(G) denotes the maximum number of independent vertices 
of G. The afore-mentioned conjecture of Berge [ 1, p. 2141 can be formulated as 
follows: 
As pointed out Buy Woodall [14.1 it is easy to reduce Theorem 2 to the following 
statement: If G is a (a(G) + k)-connected graph, then any set of k independent 
edges of G is contained in a ciruit. This statement is clearly a consequence of 
Theorem 1. We offer a stronger conjecture: 
If G is an cu(G)-connected graph and L is a set of independent 
edges of G such that G - L is co;Inected, than G has a circuit containing all edges 
of L. 
If true, Conjecture 1 combined with a result of Bondy [3] would imply the 
following recent result of M. erman (private communication): 
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